
Creek Trash Assessment (CTA) Methodology
(Demonstration: Mill Run Creek, Cheltenham, Pa.)

Mill Run Creek emerges from a storm sewer in Philadelphia  
to an open creek in Cheltenham.  The Creek downstream 
of Cheltenham Ave. has extensive trash build-up along the 
banks and in the creek bed.

PWD’s T-088-01 MS4 outfall is one of  12 outfalls along Mill 
Run Creek between Cheltenham Ave and New 2nd Street.

This paper documents the application of the Creek Trash 
Assessment Methodology to approximately 0.5 miles of Mill 
Run Creek to demonstrate how this method could be ap-
plied to Philadelphia area creeks. 
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Extensive Creek Trash between Coventry 
Ave. and Valley Rd.,  left bank: Chelten-
ham, Pa.
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 Creek Trash Assessment

The Tookany - Tacony Creek has a serious creek trash problem. It is likely that other Philadelphia area creeks 
have similar creek trash problems.  

How do we systematically assess the trash conditions in our urban creeks? While there is systematic monitor-
ing of chemical and biological water quality measures (DO, pH, specific conductance, temperature,etc) of the 
Tookany - Tacony and other creeks by PWD, Pa DEP, USGS and others,  there is no systematic monitoring of 
creek trash.  

 There are several factors that contribute to the difficulty of  monitoring the severity of creek trash conditions 
and identifying the specific sources for observed creek trash:

 1. Multiple Potential Sources of Creek Trash
  - Trash in Upstream flow
  - Overland flow of litter/ trash to creek
  - Outfall Discharge to creek
  - Illegal Dumping near creek

 2. Materials Behave Differently in Water
  - Paper deteriorates quickly
  - Plastic bottles float - may travel longer distances
  - Plastic bags - often snagged by bank branches or entrained in creek bed

 3. Creek Channel Conditions  Affect Trash Deposition
  - Smooth - concrete channels do not retain trash
  - Rocky channels may retain plastic bags, bottles
                          - Branches, bank vegetation may trap plastic bags, other flexible material
  - Woody debris jams may retain plastic bags, food wrappers, bottles, other debris
  - Backwater pools may retain bottles, floating material

 4. Measurement Limitations
  -  No instrumentation can monitor the wide variety of trash objects under all conditions
  - Must rely on visual observation (counts, photos, field notes)
  - AWS has shown discrepancy between visual observations and full trapping counts
  - Unit of measure (weight [ dry or wet], counts [bottle versus tire?], size )

To effectively assess creek trash conditions and sources of observed creek trash, we need a systematic method 
that addresses these issues so that creek trash assessment can be routinely conducted, problem creek hot spots 
can be identified, and corrective actions undertaken.  The assessment methods need to be reproducible by 
independent observers. 
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 Creek Trash Assessment (CTA) Prototype

While there are a number of techniques for analyzing various aspects of urban creek trash problems,  the au-
thor has not found a  systematic, reproducible methodology for comprehensively investigating the sources and 
severity of small creek trash problems.   

This paper applies a  3 step Creek Trash Assessment process to 4 creek segments in a Philadelphia area creek  
to demonstrate how this field survey - analysis approach could be applied to Philadelphia area creeks to deter-
mine the severity, extent and potential sources of creek trash.

CTA - A 3 Step Process

 1. Preparation
  - Prepare GIS map of creek stretch to be evaluated
  - Locate outfalls on map
                          - (Optional) Initial Walk to establish background on site conditions, if necessary
  - Establish creek segments based on outfalls, flow patterns, channel conditions, trash inputs

 2.  Field Trash Survey
                           - Walk in creek channel to observe, photograph bed and bank trash conditions
  - Assess potential upstream trash discharge to stretch of creek to be studied
  - Assess outfall discharges, upstream/ downstream conditions
  - Record channel roughness
  - Assign channel segment Level of Trash Qualitative Rating
  - Record significant trash build-up areas
   o Location - use GPS unit & digital camera
   o Method of deposition
    * Snag in woody debris jam
    * Channel beaching
    * High water beaching
   o Type of trash material
    * Neutral buoyancy (plastic bags)
    * Floaters (bottles, plastic  or Styrofoam cups)
   o Extent of Build-up
 
 3. Analysis
  - Think mass balance
  - Map sources, channel roughness, build-ups, segments trash scores
  - Link sources to segment conditions (may be obvious, often difficult)

    
This method uses the ESRI ArcGIS Explorer geographic information system (GIS) to provide basic mapping 
capability as well as Philadelphia Water Department (PWD) data resources for GIS data files of watershed 
boundaries, detailed creek polygons, watershed sub-drainage areas and outfalls in the TTF Watershed. 
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How Do We Assess Level of Creek Trash?

Everyone knows creek trash when he/she sees it, a plastic bag caught in a branch, a plastic bottle on the creek bank 
or a food wrapper caught by creek bed rocks.  We need a systematic method to categorize the severity of creek trash 
so that we can identify creek trash hot spots and be able to rank trash conditions among locations and at a given 
location over time.

Maryland and California have been leading states in creek trash analysis. The Anacostia River in Maryland and San 
Francisco Bay in California have been particularly well studied. 

The Washington DC Metropolitan Council of Governments developed the Anacostia Stream Trash Surveying 
Methodology and Indexing System in 1998 to characterize trash levels in stretches of the Anacostia River.  All trash 
items in a given segment are counted, an average items per 100 ft segment is calculated and a Verbal Ranking is 
assigned to the stream segment based on the average counts of trash per 100 foot length of stream. This table shows 
the Anacostia verbal rankings.

Anacostia Stream Trash Indexing System
No. Items per 100 ft Verbal Ranking

0 - 10.0 None - Very Light
10.1 - 25.0 Light
25.1 - 50.0 Moderate

>50 High

The California Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program (SWAMP) has developed a comprehensive Rapid 
Trash Assessment (RTA) Method to monitor trash in California streams.  Like the Anacostia method, the scoring 
system is based on 100 foot segments of creek.  The RTA method is applied to pre-defined 100 foot stream seg-
ments, it is not intended to be a creek wide assessment method.

Creek trash counting would appear to be a good method for assessing creek trash conditions, however, the practi-
cal aspects of counting each piece of litter in 100 foot creek segments make this approach unworkable for a water-
shed like the Tookany - Tacony.  With over 32 miles of creek in the TTF Watershed, subdividing the creek into 100 
foot segments would require nearly 1,700 segments. Counting each individual piece of creek trash in the 32 miles 
of creek is simply not practical.

There are 2 distinct levels of creek trash survey: 1) creek wide surveys and 2) site specific surveys. The RTA looks 
like an excellent tool for site specific surveys, particularly if the sites are surveyed over time to assess changes. 
Creek wide surveys need to address a larger area than a RTA survey, often covering 0.5 - 2 miles in one survey.

The proposed Creek Trash Assessment uses a simplification/ modification of the Anacostia and California RTA 
methods by conducting a visual - photographic survey on an extended creek stretch,usually 0.5 - 2 miles, and ap-
plying a verbal trash ranking using the California SWAMP’s Level of Trash verbal rankings.  Here is what the RTA 
guidance manual says about their Level of Trash parameter.

“Level of Trash. This assessment parameter is intended to reflect a qualitative “first impression” of the
site, after observing the entire length of the reach. Sites scoring in the “poor” range are those where
trash is one of the first things noticeable about the waterbody. No trash should be obviously visible at
sites that score in the “optimal” range.” Source: California SWAMP RTA Guidance manuals
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No. Items  per 
100 ft Verbal Rank Description:

From RTA Manual

< 10 Optimal
“On first glance, no trash visible; little or no trash evident when streambed 
and streambanks are closely examined for litter and debris, for instance by 
looking under leaves.”

10 - 50 Sub Optimal “On first glance, little or no trash visible; after close inspection small levels 
of trash evident in streambank and streambed.”

51-100 Marginal
“Trash is evident in low to medium levels on first glance. Streambank sur-
faces and immediate riparian zone contain litter and debris. Evidence of 
site being used by people: scattered cans, bottles, blankets, and/or clothing.” 

> 100 Poor

“Trash distracts the eye on first glance. Streambank surfaces and immedi-
ate riparian zone contain substantial levels of litter and
debris. Evidence of site being used frequently by people: many cans & bot-
tles, food wrappers, manmade shelters, blankets, and/or piles of clothing. “

Level of Trash Verbal Ranking
Based on Rapid Trash Assessment Methodology for Parameter 1.

The Creek Trash Assessment uses the RTA Level  of Trash verbal rank. The numeric criteria are used for guid-
ance, no actual field trash counts are used to assign the Level of Trash Ranking.

The Mill Run Creek offers an excellent location to develop and test creek trash assessment techniques because it 
only has one major trash source, stormwater outfalls. Since PWD’s T-088-01 outfall makes up the entire “up-
stream flow” for the Creek, we do not need to worry about other potential upstream sources. Inspection of the 
area around the Creek shows that there is minimal potential overland flow of litter/ trash and illegal dumping. 

The next sections apply the Creek Trash Assessment to the Mill Run from its Philadelphia storm sewer outfall at 
Cheltenham Ave to a point approximately 2,800 feet downstream.
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Mill Run Creek Trash Assessment:  Step 1- Preparation

The ArcGIS Explorer GIS desktop application (free) and PWD outfall data layer were used for this analysis. 
Figure 1 shows a portion of the  GIS map with the 12 Mill Run Creek outfalls.  

Figure 1: ArcGisExplorer GIS map with Outfalls

Figure 2: PWD Outfall T-088-01 - Just Below Cheltenham Ave

Figure 2 shows PWD’s T-088-01 out-
fall which comprises the entire Mill 
Run Creek flow just downstream of 
Cheltenham Ave.
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Figure 3 shows the Mill Run segments based on outfall locations, channel roughness conditions as well as initially 
observed trash conditions.  

Figure 3:  Mill Run Creek Trash Survey Segments
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Mill Run Creek Trash Assessment: Step 2 - Field Trash Survey

Trash photo surveys were conducted on 4 dates:
                     

Date Number of 
Photos

2/25/13 72
3/12/13 67
3/15/13 67
3/22/13 17

223

Photos were taken with a GPS enabled digital camera that recorded date and time of each photo. All photos were 
transfered from the camera to a desktop computer and stored in Adobe’s Lightroom’s image management system.

Since the photos are time stamped, it is possible to reconstruct the sequence of photography for each survey.

The Mill Run trash survey covered approximately 2,800 feet downstream of PWD’s T-088-01 MS4 outfall. 

Segment A extends approximately 160 feet from 
PWD’s outfall to the Coventry Ave Bridge, shown 
in Figure 4.

This segment has a channel roughness rating of 
rough, because of the rocky channel bottom and lim-
ited bank branches to  trap trash.

The calculated Level of Trash guidance values for 
Segment A are  shown in this table. 

Level of Trash
Segment A 

(160 ft)
No. pieces

Optimal
< 10/ 100 ft < 16

Sub Optimal
10 - 50/ 100 ft 17 - 80

Marginal
52-99 / 100 ft 81 - 159

Poor
> 100 / 100 ft > 160

Figure 5 shows the Segment A trash conditions , as photographed in February - March, 2013.  The Level of Trash 
rating for Segment A is Marginal.

Figure 4: Mill Run - Segment A - From PWD Outfall in Background to Cov-
entry Ave Bridge in Foreground
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Figure 5: Mill Run Creek - Segment A Trash Accumulation

a. Segment A Overview - Some litter visible b. Segment A: Trash, right bank just below outfall

c. Segment A: Trash d. Segment A: Trash, right bank 

e. Segment A: Trash, right bank f. Segment A: Trash, right bank, just upstream Coventry Ave
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Segment B extends approximately 640 feet from the Coventry Ave Bridge to Valley Road. 

This segment has a channel roughness rating of very rough, because of the rocky channel bottom and exten-
sive bank branches and vegetation that trap trash.

The calculated Level of Trash guidance values for Segment B are shown in this table. 

Level of Trash
Segment B 

(640 ft)
No. pieces

Optimal
< 10/ 100 ft < 64

Sub Optimal
10 - 50/ 100 ft 64- 320

Marginal
52-99 / 100 ft 321 - 634

Poor
> 100 / 100 ft > 640

Figure 6 shows trash conditions in Segment B, as photographed in February - March, 2013.  The Level of Trash 
rating for Segment B is Poor.
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Figure 6: Mill Run Creek - Segment B Trash Accumulation

b. Segment B:  Right bank below Coventry Ave

c. Segment B: Right Bank d. Segment B: Right bank 

e. Segment B: Right bank, midway in segment f. Segment B: Channel, just upstream Valley Road

a. Segment B: Right bank just below Coventry Ave
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Segment C extends approximately 460 feet from Valley Road to just east of Asbury Road.

This segment has a channel roughness rating of smooth, because of the constructed stone walls and paved  
channel bottom with only minor vegetation in a few isolated areas.

The calculated Level of Trash guidance values for Segment C are shown in this table. 

Level of Trash
Segment C 

(460 ft)
No. pieces

Optimal
< 10/ 100 ft < 46

Sub Optimal
10 - 50/ 100 ft 47-320

Marginal
52-99 / 100 ft 321-634

Poor
> 100 / 100 ft > 634

Since Mill Run in Segment C is completely channelized, with vertical stone walls and a sloped smooth bottom, 
there is very little trash build-up in this segment.

Segment C clearly demonstrates the importance of channel roughness in assessing creek trash. While Segment 
B and D , upstream and downstream of Segment C, have considerable creek trash, Segment C has very little. 
This can be explained by the relatively smooth channel walls and bottom that do not trap creek trap. 

Figure 7 shows trash conditions in Segment C, as photographed in February - March, 2013.  The Level of 
Trash rating for Segment C is  Sub Optimal.
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b. Segment C:  Vertical wall to left, some trash

c. Segment C:  Smooth wall & bottom. Minor trash d. Segment C: East of Asbury Road. Segment D

a. Segment C: View of Channel - just east of Valley Rd

Figure 7: Mill Run Creek - Segment C Trash Accumulation

e. Segment C: East of Asbury Road, looking upstream
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Segment D extends approximately 1510 feet downstream from the just east of  Asbury Road

This segment has a channel roughness rating of very rough, because of the rocky channel bottom and exten-
sive bank branches and vegetation that trap trash.

The calculated Level of Trash guidance values for Segment D are shown in this table. 

Level of Trash
Segment D 
(1,510 ft)
No. pieces

Optimal
< 10/ 100 ft < 151

Sub Optimal
10 - 50/ 100 ft 152-755

Marginal
52-99 / 100 ft 756-1,509

Poor
> 100 / 100 ft > 1,510 

Mill Run’s Segment D  channel roughness is rated as very rough because it has  a rock strewn channel bed and 
some bank vegetation and debris traps that catch trash. 

Trash levels in Segment D are  similar to Segment B and much greater than Segment C.  This  demonstrates 
the importance of channel roughness in assessing creek trash. Segment B and D  have rocky bottom channels,  
bank vegetation and debris traps that catch passing trash.  

Figure 8 shows trash conditions in Segment D, as photographed in February - March, 2013.  The Level of 
Trash rating for Segment D is Poor.
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Figure 8: Mill Run Creek - Segment D Trash Accumulation

b. Segment D:  Right bank below Valley Ave

c. Segment D: Left Bank d. Segment D: Left bank, extensive build-up

e. Segment D: Left bank, close-up image d f. Segment D: Right bank across from image d

a. Segment D: Channel below Valley Road
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Figure 9: Mill Run Creek Level of Trash  Ranking by Segment

We need to look at both the outfall locations and channel roughness conditions to understand the distribution of trash 
in Mill Run Creek.

The 2 Sec A outfalls only have moderate impact on Sec A because this segment has a mix of concrete  and natural 
channel  with little vegetation along the banks while Sec B has natural channel and vegetation along both banks.
 
Sec C has concrete a paved channel bed and smooth walls that do not trap passing trash. 

Sec D, on the other hand, has no outfalls  yet severe trash because it has a  natural, rocky  channel and vegetation along 
both banks.

The next 5 photos show the channel conditions for these 4 segments to help explain the variation in creek trash condi-
tions downstream of Cheltenham Ave.

Mill Run Creek Trash Assessment: Step 3 - Analysis

Figure 9 shows the Level of Trash ratings for the 4 studied segments (A-D) in Mill Run Creek.

The trash level pattern seems unusual, with Segment A getting a Marginal rating, Segment B getting a Poor  Rat-
ing , Segment C getting Sub optimal Rating and finally Segment D getting  a Poor rating.  How can well reconcile 
these up and down trash level ratings with the outfall locations?
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Figure 10:  Segment A - Rocks make channel rough, however,  no 
significant bank vegetation or debris jams to snag trash

Figure 11:  Segment B - Channel vegetation makes channel very rough, 
several trash build-ups caused by branches along banks

Figure 12: Segment C - Channel walls and floor 
smooth, eliminating trash snap opportunities

Figure 13: End of Segment C, Beginning of Segment D: Notice how 
trash build-up starts at beginning of  Segment CD where concrete wall 
changes to natural conditions, snagging trash
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Figure 14:  Segment E, near Lenape Ave. Note trash caught by channel rocks 
and bank vegetation.  Also notice bottles - cups. 


